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The mixer described in this work is responsible for combining high pressure LH2 and GH2 to produce a hydrogen flow that meets certain thermodynamic properties before it is fed into a test article. The desired properties are maintained by controlling the LH2 and GH2 flows. The mixer is modelled as a general multi-flow lumped volume for single constituent fluids using density and internal energy as states. A small-signal (linear) model is developed based on the nonlinear model and simulated including a table look-up feature of the fluid thermodynamic properties. Pulse disturbances are introduced to the valve positions and the quality of the linear model is ascertained by comparing its behavior against the nonlinear model simulations. Valve control strategies that simulate an operator-in-the-loop scenario are then explored demonstrating the need for automatic feedback control. Finally, classical optimal multi-output Proportional/Integral controllers are designed based on the linear model and applied to the nonlinear model with excellent results to track simultaneous, constant setpoint changes in desired exit flow, exit temperature, and mixer pressure, as well as to reject unmeasurable but bounded additive step perturbations in the valve positions.
Background
The Test and Engineering Directorate at NASA John C. Stennis Space Center (SSC) continues its efforts to assemble a software simulation package that captures the static and dynamic characteristics of modern and future thermodynamic systems. The package is foreseen to fulfill the need for an accurate and verifiable thermodynamic system simulation environment [l, 2, 3, 41.
In this work, we build mainly upon [4] and focus on the point-to-point tracking control problem for an LH2 and GH2 mixer subsystem and associated flow controllers. controls the flow of high pressure liquid I f 2 from a pressurized tank; the GH2 valve controls the flow of gaseous H2 from a set of high pressure bottles; and the output valve controls the flow of Hz into the test article. The primary objective of the mixer and control valves is to regulate the thermodynamic properties of the out flow of Hz for optimal performance in spite of the steady depletion of the source bottles, measurement errors, modelling imperfections, and other uncertainties and perturbations.
In [4] , we developed an analytical model of the mixer and control valves suitable for dynamic analysis and control design in the vicinity of a thermodynamic equilibrium point. An optimal linear-quadratic regulator was designed and simulated using Matlab to illustrate the effectiveness of such a controller in compensating against perturbations that result in small deviations around the desired equilibrium. The simulations also indicate how one could study which valve or combination of valves is more effective in achieving a desired performance (control authority or relegation).
In this article, the nonlinear mixer equations are simulated in the SIMULINK environment, including a NIST-12 property data look-up table incorporated in the model and continuously accessed via Matlab functions [5] . The small-signal model developed in [4] requires the numerical computation of several partial derivative terms which in turn depend on the equilibrium point. Since there are no analytical expressions that would allow the direct calculation of some of these partial derivatives, a Matlab routine, in conjunction with the property look-up table, computes these terms as needed. The model is then used to evaluate open-loop control strategies simulating an operator-inthe-loop scenario to test that reasonable results are obtained based on past operator experience. In the future, we hope to validate the model with real test data as it becomes available. The simulations section describe closed-loop control strategies in more detail based on an optimal multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) P I controller to track the exit flow, the mixer temperature, and the exit temperature simultaneously and in the presence of step perturbations in the valve positions.
Mixer and Valve Models
The mixer has been modelled as a general multiflow lumped volume for single constituent fluids using density and internal energy as states [ l , 41. The model was independently derived in [5] . In this article, we refer to the mixer's internal energy and density as the "state", not to be confused with the definition of state of a system as described by its thermodynamic properties. Letting z l ( t ) , ~2 ( t ) denote the mixer's specific internal energy and density, respectively, the two dynamic equations for a constant volume V are given by where Enet is the net (input minus output) energy into the mixer, Wnet is the net (input minus output) flow, and Q is the total heat transfer rate. The net flow is simply where the subscripts stand for "gas", "liquid", and "exit", respectively. In this study, only positive flows are considered, that is, the gas and liquid flows are into the mixer and the output flow is out of the mixer. In essence, normal operation requires that each valve always experience a positive pressure difference across it thus disallowing flow reversal. The net input energy term is given by
where hg, hl, h, denote the enthalpy of the GH2 stream, LH2 stream, and volume block (mixer), respectively.
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The liquid and exit valves are modelled by an incompressible fluid flow expression that compute the flow wf given the inlet Pi and outlet Po pressures, the density of the inlet stream p i , and the valve flow coefficient C V f , as follows:
where pw is the density of water (62. 4 It is not reasonable to assume that the mixer states be measurable. However, the state postulate' implies that the state z ( t ) = Z + z is directly available for control design if at least two independent thermodynamic properties were measured. Therefore, 0 assume that real-time measurements of temperature Te and pressure Pe are available at the exit point. Then, using the thermodynamic table look-up, one finds the exit flow enthalpy he.
lFor a simple compressible substance, any thermodynamic property is a t most a function of two other independent thermodynamic properties. Assuming a lossless valve, then enthalpy across the valve is preserved so that h, = he, where h, is the mixer (volume) enthalpy.
Using h, and T, (measured) and the table lookup, one finds the mixer pressure P,.
From h, and P, and the table look-up, one finds the mixer states (energy, density). Or, using the measured exit flow we, the known exit pressure Pe required by the specific test article, the computed P,, and the exit valve coefficient, one solves Equation (3) for the density p,.
In summary then, it is reasonable to assume that is available or that it can be deduced from other realtime measurements. This may be called a "static state observer". An alternative is to design a dynamic obs e w e r to provide real-time, optimal estimates of the states. This is beyond the scope of this article. 
This results in
It was verified that the relations between pressure P and internal energy or density are essentially linear in the vicinity of an equilibrium point. The Matlab functions extract the slope of a line constructed in the vicinity of a desired equilibrium or linearization point.
A Numerical Example
It is to be noted that the thermodynamic tables used by the Matlab routines were generated with the program MIPROPS and therefore contain an inherent error because of the resolution used. For example, the step size in the pressure intervals is 100 psi. However, linear interpolation is used to calculate values not found in the tables which reduces the error. Tables 1 and 2 
Point-to-point Tracking Control Design
The mixer-valve system is a multi-input, multi-output system with an associated transfer function for each input-output pair. It is in general difficult to design PID-style controllers for each loop because of the interactions between channels. The approach chosen in this work is based on the state-space model (7) rather than on the individual transfer functions.
We design an optimal multi-inputlmulti-output PI (MIMO-PI) controller that simultaneously regulates the exit flow, the mixer pressure, and the exit temperature to arbitrary Constant Set points W e r l PvT, T e T , respectively. The augmented vector 
J = Lrn ( X T ( t ) Q X ( t ) + ziT(t)R?i(t))dt
with Q = QT 2 0 and the matrix R = RT > 0, results in the optimal full-state feedback law
where the matrix K is constant and is found a-priori by solving the associated steady-state Riccati Equation. The needed controllability conditions for the pair ( A , E ) are by now standard and may be found for example in [SI. Finally, integrating both sides of (10) leads to the optimal M I M O -P I controller
PvT-Pv (7) dT (11) we, -we(.) TeT -T e (7) 1
As a simulation example, select the following weighting 
